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Briefly Freshman applications are decreasing
Inside
Rush results:

The number of women
participating in sorority
rush this year has declined
resulting in houses that do
not reach quota.
See page 4.

Home opener:

The Falcons open their
season tomorrow under first
season head coach Gary
Blackney.
See page 8.

Come one, come all:

Carson & Barnes Circus
will be in town today for two
performances.
See page S.

Campus
Faculty to retire:

Twelve faculty members
have retired this summer
and another will retire in
August. The retiring faculty
have a combined total of 309
years of service to the University.
Among those who have
already retired are Ron
Bandy; Frances Burnett;
Dr. Charles Hamed; Dr. V.
N.Krishan; Dawn
McCaghy; Dr. William
McGraw; Dr. Robert Moomaw; ReldaNiederhofer;
Dr. BUI Reynolds; Dr. Kenneth Bobb; Dr. RonaldSeavoy; and Dr. Donald Sternitzke.
Dr. Mercedes JanqueraEarly and Dr. Gerald Rigby
are scheduled for August retirements.

State
Quilting for sunshine:

TOLEDO — An exhibit of
45 quality handmade quilts
will be presented today
through Sunday, Sept. 29 at
Owens-Illinois Gallery, One
SeaGate, in downtown
Toledo.
The exhibit will be open
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily
and admission is free.
For additional information call the Sunshine Children's Home at 865-0251.

Weekend garage sale:

The Wood County Humane Society annual Labor
Day Weekend garage sale
will be at the fairground
grandstands this weekend.
Hours are Friday and Saturday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
Sunday 1 to 4 p.m.

Auditions open:

Auditions for University
of Findlay 's opening play
"One Tiger to a HUT will be
held Tuesday, Sept. 3 from 7
to 9 p.m. in Egner Theater.
For rehearsal schedules
and scripts call 424-4562.

Lottery picks:

Here are the Ohio Lottery
drawing selections made
Thursday night:
Pick 3 Numbers: 1-2-6
Pick4 Numbers: 2-5-9-2
Cards: K (king) of Hearts
9 (nine) of Clubs
8 (eight) of Diamonds
A (ace) of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$8 million.

Weather
Chance of rain:

Friday, partly cloudy in
the morning. Thunderstorms likely in the afternoon. High near 90. Winds
mostly west 5 to 15 mph.
Chance of rain 60 percent.
Friday night, partly cloudy
with a slight chance of
showers or thunderstorms.
Low in the mid 60s. Saturday, partly sunny. High 80
to 85. Rest of Labor Day
weekend, fair. Highs in the
mid to upper 70s. Lows in
the 50s.

Number of 12th Graders by the Year
in Ohio Public and Private Schools
180.000
170.000
160.000
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by Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

The University's freshman enrollment numbers seem to be
holding up despite a 5.5 percent
drop in the total number of applicants from last year.
According to Admissions Director John Martin, there are
about 2,950 students in this year's
freshman class, an increase from
last year's 2,864.
However, the numbers are not
final until the 14th day of classes,
when total enrollment is turned
into the Ohio Board of Regents for
•i tsobadSM<*>4IOwf»o»« - - '• "■ •* it - i- * ~ 5 I subsidy purposes.
r.i.M'ltiiintii:
Martin said he is happy with
Sourc*t: Ohio D*p«rtm*nl at lai*c«tlo«; Wailarn Inlanta)* ConmlillDO tor Ml«h»r iMuollon

the numbers and does not expect
many freshmen to drop out before the numbers become official.
"It's what we anticipated and
planned for," he said.
The smaller number of total
applicants is due in part to a
dramatic decrease in the applicant pool in Ohio.
The number of 12th grade students in Ohio's public and private
schools has been on the decline
since 1987-88. That year, Ohio
schools graduated more than
150,000 students, compared to less
than 130,000 this year.
In 1977, Ohio high school graduates totaled nearly 180,000.
The decreasing number of applicants has not hurt the aca-

demic quality of incoming freshmen, University President Paul
Olscamp said Mondav in his State
of the University Address.
In fact, Olscamp said the quality has actually improved.
According to the president, less
than 9 percent of incoming
freshmen were in the bottom half
of their high school senior class.
This was the lowest total since
1982.
Olscamp also cited improved
ACT scores in recent freshman
classes.
"Even with a significantly
smaller applicant pool, BGSU
continues to attract better students than ever before," Olscamp
See INCOMING, page five.

Student reports
alleged date rape
A freshman student reported
an alleged acquaintance rape in a
residence hall Wednesday.
The student said she met the
male at a local downtown bar
Monday night where she had
talked and danced with him, said
Barbara Waddell, public information officer.
The student and the male
walked back to the male's room
in one of the campus residence
halls where the male allegedly
proceeded with intercourse
against the student's will, Waddell said.
The police are still gathering
information for the case, she
said.

Waddell said she would encourage any rape victim to press
charges in these situations.
"Freshmen are the most vulnerable group on campus because they do not know their way
around and they want to make
new friends," Waddell said.
Freshman students also tend to
be too trusting, she added.
A situation does not seem
threatening until the rape actually starts, and students should not
place themselves in a vulnerable
situation, she said.
"You should go out in groups
and always return with the group
you started with,'' she said.

MADD donates
new breathalyzer
to campus police
by Jackie Rosepal
staff writer

University police have received
one more tool to utilize in cracking down on drunk drivers this
year.
Barbara Waddell, public information officer, said Toledo
area Mothers Against Drunk
Driving donated a portable
breathalyzer to campus police in
Judge James Bachman s courtroom Aug. 15.
The donation was a result of
Officer John Shumaker's request
to the MADD chapter for the
equipment, Waddell said.
The University police were up
against four other police organizations. University police were
chosen based on the department's
reputation, Waddell said.
''Wood County has the highest
traffic fatality rate in Ohio," said
Dave Weekley, administrative
lieutenant.

This new device will help take
drunk drivers, who make up a
portion of the fatality rate, off the
road, Weekley said.
All the department officers
have been trained to the use of the
equipment and a patrol officer
will carry it this weekend, Weekley said.
The portable breathalyzer,
valued at $50O-$700, is pocket size,
so even the bike patrol officers
can carry it, he said.
The officers must have probable cause to stop a vehicle, but if
the driver they stop shows signs
of having been drinking, the
breathalyzer can be used as one
more tool to determine whether
the driver is legally drunk. Weekley said.
The breathalyzer has a light indicator that will light up red if the
individual is legally intoxicated
and will light up green if he/she
is below the legal blood alcohol
content limit, Waddell said.
D See BREATH, page six.

tO N»WI/JO¥ Muiaoc*

Class Hunt

Junior nursing major Debbie Faust looks for a class on the schedule sheets in the Education Building
Thursday afternoon.

Group to Leaders requiring Committee studies
appear on weapons control; emergency service
CBS show
offer USSR help

On Monday, Sept. 2, members of
the musical theatre will appear
on "CBS This Morning," which
can be seen locally from 7 — 9
a.m. on WTOL-TV, Channel 11.
The cast will sing "Oh, What a
Beautiful Mornin , which is the
theme song for "CBS This Morning." CBS has had several other
groups, from baseball players to
artists sing the theme song in
segments of the show this summer.
F. Eugene Dybdahl, director of
the musical theatre and the director of opera at the University,
said the idea was of one of the
members of the theatre. Dybdahl
followed the idea and contacted
CBS in Toledo.
In early July, WTOL-TV taped
the group at Kobacker Hall in the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
The musical theatre is performing Rodgers and Hammerstein's musical "Oklahoma!"
Sept. 6 and 7 at the Moore Musical
Arts Center. The musical theatre
D See CBS, page six.

by Terence Hunt
Associated Press writer

KENNEBUNKPORT,
Maine — The United States
and Britain called Thursday
for "totally guaranteed
safeguards on the Soviet
Union's nuclear arsenal amid
the Kremlin collapse and also
pledged humanitarian aid for
the difficult days ahead.
President Bush said there
had been no concern about
"something going awry" in
the confusion of last week's
botched coup attempt.
Nevertheless, he said the control of the weapons "needs to
be sorted out, and I'm confident that everybody in the republics and everybody in the
center understands that the
last thing that the world

needs is some kind of a nuclear scare, saying nothing of
a nuclear confrontation."
British Prime Minister
John Major, standing alongside Bush, said, "It is a matter that we'll want to address
and discuss with the Soviets
at an early stage, and the
sooner we can get positive
answers and positive assurances, the happier we'll be."
Bush welcomed the news
that the Soviet parliament
had suspended the Communist Parry.
The president also indicated he would put off until
Monday official recognition
of the Baltic states, hoping
that Soviet lawmakers would
grant independence by then.
Agreeing on a go-slow apD See SOVIET, page six.

by Jackie Rosepal
staff writer

said. "After all, you are the ones
who use these services and pay
for them."

The first citizens' committee to
study fire, ambulance and police
service had an organizational
meeting Thursday night to address city resident concerns.

Among the 29 attendants of the
committee were Mike Sears, USG
President; Rob Routzahn, USG
Vice President; and Sarah Parish, former USG presidential
candidate.

Committee members will recommend appropriate levels of
both fire/ambulance and police
service for Bowling Green and
how that is to be accomplished in
terms of funding and implementation.

The committee appointed residents Jerry Lee as chairperson of
the committee, Stanley Bortel as
vice chairperson and Dave
Woessner as secretary.

A study of services will be conducted after reports from Police
City council members Bill Her- Chief Galen Ash and Fire Chief
ald and Robert McGeein ad- Joe Burns are submitted to the
dressed the committee with sug- committee at the next meeting.
gestions of what the group was
expected to follow in drawing a
In addition, the committee reconclusion to the stated issues.
quested the history of past
McGeein said the committee fire/ambulance and police serwill serve as a group that holds vices to aid them in further disdifferent perspectives of what the cussion of the problem.
city needs.
The committee will meet again
"There needs to be a critical Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in the
eye for these things," McGeein council chambers.
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Censors prevent education
Described as the single worst year
for school censorship by People
for the American Way, 1990 again
marked book banning and general paranoia by many school ooards throughout
the country.
Arthur J. Kropp, president for PAW,
said most materials were banned because they "promoted satanism or
what the attackers called New Age Religion."
In addition, special curricula dealing
with drug abuse prevention or sexut|
lity issues came under heavy fire, ajU
cording to Kropp.
Among the works challenged during
the year were John Steinbeck's Red
Pony and The Grapes of Wrath, Mark
Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn and Tom Sawyer, Lord of the
Flies by William Golding, Little Red
Riding Hood, My Friend Flicka , and
Webster's Ninth Collegiate Dictionary.
Opponents objected to Little Red Riding Hood because her basket held wine,
and to My Friend Flicka and the dictionary because they contained profanities.
That logic is ludicrous. All students,
from kindergarteners to high school
seniors, see violent murders, bedroom
scenes and hear a virtual plethora of
obscenties on television. Certainly, an
image of Little Red Riding Hood will
not emotionally scar a child for life.
Overall, Kropp's group received 264
incidents of what it described as attacks on the freedom to learn including
229 incidents of attempted censorship
— a 20 percent increase from 1989.

In this age of Policical Correctness,
one would expect that school boards
would strive to broaden students' horizons to new ideas and viewpoints.
Many lessons can be learned from
the banned books; however, now students may not ever be able to learn
them. Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn can teach kids about racial tolerance, while Steinbeck'sGrapes of Wrath offers an inside look at
poverty.
But both sides of the censorship issue
are too busy pointing fingers to notice
students may not be read as well
as they should.
^^
Kropp blames the "far right or refl
ious right" for the increasing cens<H
ship cases, saying conservative organizations are increasingly using litigation to intimidate schools to drop controversial material.
Beverly LaHaye, president of the
conservative Concerned Women for
America, issued a statment during
Kropp's news conference stating the
PWA "censors what they disagree with
— such as teaching about our nation's
religious heritage or other scientific
theories besides evolution."
Regardless of the blame-placing, the
important issue is that students are being denied their opportunity to learn.
To guarantee and protect this right, the
students themselves must be willing to
take a stand. If books are banned in
their school, they must take the re
sponsiblitity to read them outside the
sheltered walls of their school.
It may be the only way they will ever
get to read them.

SAT scores not the problem
Earlier this week, the College
Board announced scores on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test — a test taken
by more than a million college-bound
seniors each year — have dropped to an
eight-year low.
Averages on the verbal section
dropped to 422, nearly 10 points lower
than the average 431 test takers scored
in 1985. Math averages dipped two
points to 474 — the first drop in 11
years. The perfect score of each section
is 800.
A College Board analysis showed the
reason for the decline might be the increase in the number of test-takers —
which generally brings the average
score down. The 42 percent of high
school seniors who took the test in 1990
was an all-time high.
Nevertheless, the news that the
scores are continuing a downward
trend —the average student scored a
combined 896 in 1991, compared to 956
in 1969 —made headlines nationwide
and threw educators and education experts into a turmoil.
Some, like U.S. Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander, blamed the decline in scores on the fact that today's
students "generally don't know enough
and can't do enough to assure success
in tomorrow's world." Others, like IIlinios high school English teacher
Mary Sasse, blamed what she called
the stupid test" and claimed it was
not an accurate indicator of a student's
knowledge.
But most didn't lay immediate blame
on the system that prepares America's

Respond
The BG-Newi is an open forum
to you, the reader. We welcome
All readers — students, faculty,
local residents — to express their
views and opinions through letters to the editor.
Letters should be 200 to 300
words in length. All letters should
be typewritten and double
spaced. We cannot read your

youth for the world that exists beyond
high school — be it college or entry into
the work force. Instead, they pointed
fingers at an easier target — the students.
Charges that students are watching
too much television, do not read enough
and are not willing to apply themselves
rang through the air. Critics ranging
from a former assistant secretary of
education to members of the American
Association of School Administrators
blamed not the nation's education
system, but the students themselves.
Granted, students are not innocent
bystanders in the nation's education
crisis. But using them as scapegoats is
not the answer.
Neither are more tests and Alexander's push for a national examination
system that would test students in
fourth, eighth and 12th grades.
Tests tell us what we don't know — they
don't teach it.
We know the United States' education system is lacking. Another drop in
test scores is nothing new — they've
been dropping for almost 22 years. The
question is how far the nation's education "experts" and leaders are going to
let them fall before something is done
to change that trend.
Offering explanations for lower
scores will not raise them. Neither will
Bointing fingers at the victims,
owever, channeling those negative
reactions into motivation for change in
the system at all levels — from toddler
to senior, both in and out of the school
building —will.

Party of commies and kegs
"Yo, Gorby, someone puked in
the hall. Couldya clean it up?"
Barely nodding, Mike stomped
back to the kitchen and grabbed
the Top Job and a handful of
paper towels. This had to be the
worst party so far, and that was
saying a lot. He'd only signed the
lease six weeks ago, and already
the cops had broken up his parties
three times. He was beginning to
wish that his roommates had cosigned, not just subleased. Last
Tuesday, their neighbors had bitched again, the cops swung by yet
again, and their landlord threatened to kick them out yet still
once again. The only way he and
his buddies were able to escape
eviction was that Mike promised,
vowed, and groveled ("Oh,
please sir! Oh, yes sir! Oh, thank
you sir!") that it would
never happen again and that from
now on they would keep quiet and
clean up their act and that he
would personally make sure
that the fishnet stockings would
be paid for and that the goats
wouldn't be bothered again.
This promise was pretty well
kept, except for the part about
them being quiet and cleaning up
their act and all that, the net result being that all of Mike's buddies kept on doing exactly what
they had been doing, while Mike
kept running behind them - cleaning up their messes, turning down
the stereo, and generally running
around like a bear with its head
cut off.
Sure, he'd occasionally gently
remind his friends of their transgressions ("Urn, guys...uh, sorry
to bother you, but are any of you
responsible for this Zinger wrapper?") but in the end, he wound
up cleaning up and taking the
rap. Weeks ago he had decided
that it was better to end up being
ignored and hated by his friends
and landlord than to go back to

living with his parents.
Mike wasn't the only one of the
gang to relish his new-found freedom, but unfortunately, he was
the only one to be accountable for
his hedonism.
At the beginning, Mike partied
the hardest of them all, and was
loved all through town. Being the
first in his crowd to have his own
turf, he threw huge bashes almost
every night. His popularity increased as he invented the new
party games "Glasnost" (Beerogily) and "Perestroika" (Drink
arts )• He was really cool.
And then the cops started coming around and warning him to

Michael F. Martone Is a
Junior psychology/computer science major
from Concord, O. and a columnist forThe BG News.

keep it down. And then the landlord threatened to evict him if he
didn't keep it down. And then
Mike thought about moving back
in with his parents and got scared
and started keeping it down. And
then Mike wasn't so cool anymore.
There were lots of guys to pick
up where he kept down. They
started throwing parties without
asking Mike, then they started
throwing parties without telling
Mike, then they started throwing
parties without inviting Mike. He
kept on trying to keep everybody
in line ("Urn, guys...uh, sorry to
bother you, but are any of you responsible for the Froot Loops? Or
the Palomino?") but he was ignored and scorned. Boris, the
most vocal of his former
•friends', even started claiming

that Mike was more of a tightass
than his folks had been! (Boris
played "glasnost" and "perestroika" very, very well.)
Mike bristled at these accusations, but felt that it was just one
of the costs of moving out of his
Krents' house. He continued to
■ to manage and discipline
("Um, guys...uh, any of you responsible tor Olscamp? "), but his
power and respect were gone,
and the only person that he succeeded in deceiving was himself.
The house went to hell, the neighbors raised hell; Police Chief Galen Ash chatted with the landlord
and the landlord chatted with
Mike and asked him if he could
step over to his condo for a
minute.
And then, something bizarre
and impossible happened. While
Mike was gone, the landlord evicted the other tenants. They
didn't leave. Galen Ash tried to
make them leave. Boris made a
really cool speech. They didn't
leave. The cops might have been
able to make them leave, but the
cops didn't particularly care to.
Lots of odd things happened, lots
of people got very confused, and
when the dust cleared, there was
no landlord, no chief of police,
and no town, and Boris threw a
very large party in the charred
remains of what once might have
been a house.
And then Mike came back and
saw what He had created and He
said that it was good. And then He
was Gone.
Mike (not the allegorical Mike
in the story, but a completely
different fictional character)
Martone is a junior Psychology/Computer Science major who
is greatly pleased to be able to
type in English for a change.

Letters to the Editor
God: U.S wanted
War in the Gulf

The BG News:
"The American Administration
wanted Iraq to invade Kuwait."
As a high school guidance
counselor, I am well aware of
how suspect a person is who
thinks that he or she has heard a
direct message from the Eternal
God. Nevertheless, I have concluded that this is precisely what
I experienced one month after
Iraq invaded Kuwait.
It is obvious that there are potential psychological explanations of my experience, which
may preclude belief in a Supreme
Being. Yet, I remain convinced
Please submit your letters to:
handwriting. Really.
that for the Eternal's own
The Editorial Editor
Include in your letteryour:
reasons. He personally spoke to a
210 West Hall
■local address or OCMB
If submitting a letter to The blundering but sincere individual
□major
News office In person, please this imporant moral and political
■academic rank
bring along a Student ID or message.
hometown
The signifigant reality is not
Driver's License,
■and a phone number.
The News will not run any whether God spoke this message.
Phone numbers and addresses
are for verification purposes and works it deems offeDsive^jM^ Rather, the real issue is whether
will not be printed.
cious or ubelous. So tomm*^^ or not its content is basically true.

Of course, if its source was God, it
is true, and not only the American
people have been deceived, but
also the international community has been arrogantly misled by
U.S. leaders. In that case, American leaders have not only set
Americans against the world
community, but our position has
also put us in the position of opposing the Living God.
It is horrible that U.S. leadership would deceive the U.N.,
Congress, the news media, the
American people and the entire
world community. It is severly
alarming that the American
leadership appears to have made
a mockery of the clear intent of
the United States Constitution by
manipulating Congress to sanction massive violence against
Iraq. Yet, it is more ominous that
we, the American people, would
continue to allow ourselves to be
manipulated and deceived due to
our pasivity and unwillingness to
do the work of exposing deceptions.
Tom Griffith,
Seattle, Wash.

Snoozin' Newser
misquotes prez
The BG News and the Class of
1995:
I noticed in the August 26 edition of The BG News, lam quoted
as saying in a letter of greeting to
the Class of 1995 "you will embark on one of the most impoortant and exhausting periods of
your life." I am sure that some
will be exhausted, particularly by
the social events of the first few
weeks of the new year, but my
letter to the editor actually says
"...most important and exciting
periods of your life." I wish you
much excitement and very little
exhaustion!
Best of luck for the coming
year.
Sincerely,
Paul J. Olscamp,
President, BGSU
Exhausted Editor's Note: The
News regrets It's error.
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Mayoral candidates share resumes
Democrat j^HL
Hoffman
ready for ^^**B promises
challenge t ^HB honesty,
of future BLi^jH integrity

Tinker a
bridge for
students,
residents

by Julie Potter

by Julie Potter

by Jacqueline Porter

staff writer

slaff writer

Democratic mayoral candidate
Joyce Kepke hopes her past record of public service will pay off
for her with a win in November.
Kepke, a 30-year resident of
Bowling Green, presently serves
as director of conferences and
training programs in the Office of
Continuing Education at the University.
She has also served as a member of city council for the past 14
years and is currently president
of the council.
She cited as one of her
strongest points her ability to
work with people, and thinks her
previous experience in city administration demonstrates this
quality.
"I have a good understanding
of the fiscal situation in Bowling
Green, since I have been the
chair of the finance committee
for 12 years," she said. "Fiscal
matters are of great importance,
and my past experience in dealing with them is something that
should be considered."
Another asset to Kepke's campaign is her involvement in specific projects. She said one special concern is the recycling program.
"I believe the present and fu-

ture costs of the recycling program are of great importance.
Experience, proven accomOur city is very much a leader in
the recycling effort, and I want to Elishments, a record of personal
continue that," she said.
onesty and integrity, and fullIf elected, Kepke would like to time availability are just some of
make sure all services, such as the characteristics Wes Hoffman
the fire department and the said he believes qualify him to be
police, continue to be available to Bowling Green's next mayor.
Hoffman, a Republican, has a
citizens at the lowest cost possilong history of public service in
ble.
She also wants to guarantee Bowling Green.
"I have experience in virtually
that sewage and water service
remains as efficient as it is now, every facet of city administration, Hoffman said. "I've been
she said.
Her decision to run for mayor on almost every committee or
was influenced, she said, by board this city has had."
Hoffman is a former Air Force
"watching a lot of mayors over
pilot who was sent to the Univerthe years."
"I believe the role of mayor is sity in 1965 to instruct in the Air
to pull together people with Force ROTC. After teaching
different ideas and make things classes for four years, he retired
from the Air Force and became a
happen," she added.
If elected, Kepke does not plan geography instructor for one and
to make any major staff changes one-half years.
In 1972, Hoffman was named
in the city building.
"We have a really good team Bowling Green's city safety serover there,'' she said.
^ vice director. That job eventually
She also believes that good clty^ led to his being named the city's
University relations are impor- first municipal administrator in
tant in contributing to a good at- 1974.
Hoffman cited his record of acmosphere in the city.
"I would like to present oppor- complishments as an important
tunities for people, both students factor in his ability to be mayor.
"A lot of improvements that
and permanent residents, to sit
down and talk about their con- you see around the city, I was dicerns," she said.
rectly responsible for," he said.

assistant city editor

In the mid-1970s, an area near
Scott Hamilton Avenue had a
Eroblem with standing water and
Independent candidate for
loffman said he devised a mayor Jim Tinker said he bemethod of drainage that solved lieves he will bring a fresh perthe problem. He said this is just spective and knowledge to the
one example of his accomplish- city of Bowling Green if elected.
ments for the city.
Although he has lived in the city
He also said he thinks the fact
he is retired will prove to be an
asset to his campaign.
"The mayor should be available to the constituency full-time,
and I can offer that," he said. "I
don't believe the other candidates
can."
If elected, Hoffman said he will
try to keep the lines of communication open between the city and
the University.
"In this community, you have
to have some sensitivity to the
role of the University," he said.
"Students make up half the population of this town, and we should
listen."
Hoffman also said if elected, he
plans to preserve the status quo
of the community.
"Bowling Green has been blessed with good government over
the years, he said. "I don't have
any real plans to make any radical changes in the city, just continue what is already going on."

Tinker also said he wants to recruit other companies that will
recycle plastic items.
"We've got to think about the
money you lose — you can't just
dump it into the landfill," he said.

The citizen's review board is a
for only four years, it will actual- key factor in Tinker's campaign.
ly work to his advantage. Tinker The board would address issues
said.
to city government from a more
residential standpoint.
"We have a great chance to
Tinker also plans to have an
move Bowling Green forward — ombudsman (a resident liaison)
it will be difficult," he said. "We for the city, as stated in Bowling
need the representation to move Green's Charter.
it forward.
"I see myself as a bridge be"A citizen's review board or an
tween students and the city," he ombudsman will help citizens
added. "I will take a look at with questions regarding basic
things that need to be improved things on permits or licenses," he
and go from there."
said. "It would have been very
helpful in the East Merry and
If he is elected. Tinker's objec- Frazee incidents — this position
tives will be maintaining Bowling needs to be filled."
Green's recycling rate, currently
If elected, Tinker wants to set
at 97 percent, enforcing health
codes and zoning codes, and monetary reserves aside in the
creating a citizen's review board. budget to supplement anticipated
future expenses such as police
He said he is willing to work cars, computers, and fire trucks.
"There's room to trim the budwith landlords to come up with a
solution to recycling in apart- get somewhere," he said. "We
ment complexes, and wants to will actually be saving money by
find a solution agreeable to all planning ahead for these expensparties involved.

DON'T MISS FALCON FOOTBALL'S HOME OPENER - TOMORROW!
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Kathy Paroska

Lesa Laveck

Jennifer Faeth

Michelle Pular

Tonya Underwood

Kristin IVhitehouse

Amy Lorber

Theresa Chattos

Denise Falzone

Chris Burick

Anfiie Smith

Lisa Shaffer

Shelly Carruthers

Jodi Earl

Renee Foresman

Elaine Hrivank

Kelly Zoul

UV.

Amanda Wernert

Shana Keller
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Denise Zaucha

Marcy Glavic

Molly McGinty

Laura Lucas

Kristie Rapczak

Pam Pare

Lisa Dirksing

Kara Komarek

Ericka Reckman

Renee Arora

Tracy Gray

Lynn McKeon

Jodie Miller

GET EXCITED FOR A GREAT YEAR !!!
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Black continues service
on Labor Day Telethon
by Christina Wise
staff writer
Dolores Black, a faculty member of the University since 1963
and director of the Saturday
Morning Love Affair program,
has been named Bowling Green's
chairperson of the 1991 Jerry
Lewis Telethon.
She has occupied the chairperson's position for more than 20
years and, according to Jessica
Mettler, program coordinator of
the Muscular Dystrophy Association, there was no reason to
choose anyone else.
•(Dolores] knows more about
the pledging center than anyone
and has been a wonderful volunteer," Mettler said.
According to Black, she will be
coordinating Wood County area
efforts for the telethon.
This includes recruiting volunteers and setting up the phone
pledging center at the Woodland
Mall, where it has been located

troupe.
There will also be several fashion shows.
The Bowling Green Jaycees
will have a fishbowl for donations, and collections will be taken throughout the entertainment,
Black said.
The dance-a-thon will be the
largest event of the weekend.
Deejayed by Tony Kaiser from
Toledo, the event will be helpful
in keeping awake those manning
the phones throughout the night,
Black said.

for three years.
This year there will be five incoming phone lines to the mall in
addition to verification lines and
a hotline to the main office in
Toledo.
"A lot of the phone contributors
are outside Bowling Green, but
the students who stay here for
Labor Day weekend have also
been very generous," Black said.
"I hope they continue their support of MDA this year.''
Black said she is excited about
the many weekend events that
will be at the mall for the
telethon.
In addition to a 12-hour dancea-thon, beginning 9 p.m. Sunday,
there will be entertainers Saturday through Monday, according
to Beth Isaacs, programming director of the Woodland Mall.
One of the volunteers will be
Dave Rogers, a professor with
the University's School of Music,
who will be performing on the
piano.
Also entertaining will be vocalists, including one gospel singer,
a jazz group and a clogging

There will be a contest every
half hour during the dance with
prizes from the merchants in the
mall. Ten dollars in donations
must be raised by anyone wishing
to participate, Isaacs said.
The person who collects the
most money for MDA during the
weekend will win an AM/FM
jam box.
Black said she is looking forward to the weekend and hopes to
raise at least $5,000.

Student Fall Memberships

by Christina Wise
5tafr writer
The Muscular Dystrophy
Association isn't Dolores
Black's only love affair.
Six Saturdays a semester,
Black coordinates the Saturday Morning Love Affair
— a program for children
with disabilities that has
been at the University for 16
years.
Black became the official
coordinator in 1976 of the
program started by Betty
Kratz for visually impaired
children in 1975.
The program takes place
in several University facilities, including the Eppler
South gym, the University
Union's bowling alley, AnD See 8ATURDAY, p«|e Are.

fltarco's Pizza

!
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However, Tuesday evening at
the Union some students still
could not use their cards.
"We think we have reloaded all
of the accounts into the computer
at this time," Schimpf said.
Any students still having problems with their food accounts
should not hesitate to contact
Food Operations to find out what
the problem is, Schimpf said.

Campus
POLLYEYES
440 E. Court

SPACE SAVERS
INC.

Free Delivery!

W

while their cards were inactive.
"Students who had a problem
called us and we took down their
social security number and reloaded the information back into
the computer," Schimpf said.

m

353-0044

353-0044

"The air conditioning caused
the computer to overheat and
temporarily lose about 400 accounts," Schimpf said. "Luckily,
we had the accounts on back-up
disks, but we couldn't access
them until Monday."
Students whose accounts were
lost did not find out about this until they tried to use their Quantum
90 cards in dining halls.
During this time, students
whose accounts were lost had to
sign their names and social security numbers to a receipt from
the cafeteria. This enabled the
cafeteria to bill the students' accounts for the food purchased

sarie S(g -Kerns: four source for campus neuiss

Bowling Green: 1045 N. Main St.

One Coupon Per Otter

according to Lori Walker, Phi Mu
sorority rush chairperson.
"It made the week more stressful," she said "It was really comThe number of women partici- petitive. We had to be more careSting in this year's sorority rush ful."
s fallen about one-third from
Because the initial pool of rush
last year, according to Joann
Arnholt, assistant director of participants was smaller, nearly
Greek life in charge of sororities. all sorority quotas dropped. For
This year 416 women initially example, the Alpha Omicron Pi
participated in rush compared to quota dropped from 42 last year
to 27 in 1991.
594 last year.
The low number of women was
Arnholt blamed falling freshman enrollment numbers for the not the only change affecting sorority women during this year's
decrease in rush participants.
But Leslie Green, the Panhel- rush.
Beginning this year, any womlenic rush chairperson, said that
the number of sophomore and an participating in sorority rush,
junior women rushing was higher in any capacity, living on campus
this year than in previous years. was required to pay $6.70 per day
Green said that many women from Tuesday through Friday to
are waiting longer to rush. "Stu- stay in her room.
"I think a lot of people were updents are coming here thinking of
the stereotypes of greeks," Green set about it because we never had
said. She continued by saying to do it before," said Julie
that once the women had been Dygert, rush chairperson for Delhere and seen the greek system ta Zeta sorority.
Many women lived with friends
on campus, they decided to rush.
The low number of women par- off campus during rush in order
ticipating in rush adversely af- to avoid paying for the rooms.
See BUSH, page six.
fected the sororities on campus,
by Luclnda Bobbins
staff writer

Several University students
were unable to eat at any of the
cafeterias on campus due to a
computer malfunction Saturday
which temporarily lost about 400
food accounts.
According to Food Operations
Director Jane Schimpf, the computer holding the information regarding food accounts malfunctioned Saturday afternoon because of problems with the air
conditioning in the Centrex building.

Call For Tee Times EARLY! 372-2674

ANY PIZZA
(single or doul
off
or
ANY 2 SUBS
-iond Spun or Pan Pizza

Rush attendance,
quotas decrease

Saturday
program
fuels fire
in Black

by Kimberly Larson
staff writer

Starting Aug. 28
$45.00
1991 Fall Validation Sticker
Cash. Bursar, or Credit Card

$1.00
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Computer delays dining

FORREST CREASON
GOLF COURSE
Available
Price
With
How

FRIDAY, AUGUST

SINGLE LARGE PIZZA
Cheese and 1 Item
$5.95
.

I l,iii] or Turkey S3
and < heese SUDS S
couix in exp 9 IS 91 2

MAXIMIZE ALL YOUR LIVING SPACE

Small Cheese $9
Pizzas
3
coupon exp. 9-15-91 6

Hand Spun ex Pan Pizza
•

Affpi

(»n \ One

■• ■ oriei

Medium Two $8
Item Pizza
3
coupon exp. 9-15-91 5

353-0044

N

WELCOME BACK TO
BGSU
AND
WINTHROP TERRACE
APTS.
Remember our

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
from our 3 great
locations!!
(residents only)

• Furnished & Unfurnished

• l & 2 B.R. Apts.

• Free Heat & Water

• l & 2 Full Baths

• Laundromats

#24 hr. Maintenance

Call Today 352-9135
400 Napolean Rd.

Breads! icks S2
9
coupon exp. 9-15-91 6

SOFA, LOFT, CHAIR. & REFRIGERATOR
RENTALS AVAILABLE

* Singles 'Doubles * Triples
• B.G.'s oldest 8t most reliable Loft Service...
Servicing the B.G. Community for seven years *

To Order Call 352-5475
Located behind Jeans N Things

(Across form MAC west)

.Hall Orders of Garlic * -5
in 1 -.Hi wiihcheese 8
coupon exp. 9-15-91 **
Orders of'
$5
Breadsticks
2
coupon exp 9-15-91 9

$6
Cups of
3
Soup
coupon exp. 9-15-91 8
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Visiting five-ring circus
to offer family festivity
by Randy Setter
contributing writer

While the campus and the surrounding community were sleeping this morning, workers and
several elephants erected "The
World's Biggest Big Top On
Earth" at the Wood County Fairgrounds.
The massive Carson & Barnes
Five-Ring Wild Animal Circus,
"Tropical Treasures," is visiting
Bowling Green today for a one
day, two-show performance at
4:30 and 8 p.m.
The shows are sponsored by the
Holy Trinity Knights of Columbus.
Dan Goodenow, publicity
chairperson for the Holy Trinity
Knights, said people of all ages
should enjoy the show.
Bring some peanuts
"The circus puts a big emphaThe Carson & Barnes Five Ring Wild Animal Circus will be in town today with shows at 4:30 and 8 p.m. The sis on family-oriented entertainment," Goodenow said. "When
circus features about 20 elephants and other exotic animals.

The Carson & Barnes clown
troupe and the several family
high-flying trapeze groups from
Mexico, Peru, and Argentina also
provide entertainment.
A portion of the proceeds from
the show go to The Link, a local
volunteer center and hotline run
by teens for teens.
"It's quite a large tent so we
hope to fill it for both performances," said Elden Martin, general chairperson of the Holy Trinity Knights. "It's not something
you see every day and it benefits
The highlight acts are the pre- The Link."
mier tour of Andrea Jewell's
mixed act of lions and tigers and
General admission ticket
the Portugal Trio high wire bal- prices are $7 for adults and $4 for
ancing act which performs at the children at Ben Franklin,
peak of the big top.
Krogers' and Powell's Ice
Cream.
Also performing is the comedy
bareback riding act of LoyalGeneral admission tickets can
Repensky featuring Lucy Loyal, also be purchased at the circus
a seventh-generation riding per- box office for $8 for adults and (5
former.
for children.
Gingersnap and Tutor the clowns
visited the mall [Tuesday], the
children were excited and really
looking forward to the circus.''
Carson & Barnes bills itself as
the last traveling American tent
show with five rings of continuous
action, all performed under a
block-long big top. They are the
only circus on tour with a free
traveling zoo, which contains a
giraffe, a white rhino, a pygmy
hippo, a rare liger [tiger/lion],
ana many more exotic animals.

SATURDAY

INCOMING
Continued from page page one.
said.
Robert Martin, vice president
of university operations, said the
University is selectively targeting higher quality academic students. The University's fall
1990-91 freshman class had 52
National Merit scholars, ranking
it among the nation's top 25

schools in that area.
Only eight National Merit
scholars were part of the fall 1982
freshman class.
The increase in the freshman
class size has translated into a
corresponding increase in freshmen living in residence halls,
said Richard Hughes, assistant
director of on-campus housing.

Hughes said 2,687 incoming
freshmen have been placed in
University housing this fall.
That total is higher than last
fall's 2,601 students, although
Hughes said this year's total
could decrease if students decide
to drop their housing contracts.
"I think we're doing fairly well
considering the economic times,"

Hughes said.
Although the on-campus numbers increased this year, they are
still significantly down from the
statistical peak in 1988:
• Fall 1991: 2,687 on-campus
freshmen
• Fall 1990: 2,601
• Fall 1989: 2,859
• Fall 1988: 3.078

• Fall 1987: 2,769
• Fall 1986: 2,777
The increase in on-campus
freshmen has not helped the University fill its housing limit,
though.
The University has housing for
7,754 students and they presently
have filled 7,468 of those spots,
Hughes said.

Continued from page four.
derson Arena and the Student
Recreation Center.
There are about 50 to 60 disabled participants yearly from
surrounding communities and
The Sunshine Children's Home in
Maumee. Also participating are
about 80 student volunteers from
the University.

FALCON FOOTBALL
IS BACK ON

UJBGU 88.1 FM

<?

Dave Strukel Si Kirk Phillips go on the air at 1 p.m.
Saturday to bring you all the action against €MU
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PITCHERS - LJRINK SPECIALS - MUNCHIES

FRI&SATAUG30&31

GRAND OPENING

MKSm BBtSBBH
IBM/ID
[is & ovm'Y^coMEi \

OPEN MON-SAT" 4PM-"2:30AM' "HAPPY HOUR 4- 9PM
ACROSS FROM BGSU STADIUM

1EIG E. Wourter - BG.

354-7499

LOWEST LOFT
RENTAL PRICES
IN B.G.HI

Sale Prices for the
first 400 orders.
1 bed loft
yearly $80

2 bed suspended loft
yearly $100

• FREE ASSEMBLY*
• FREE DISASSEMBLY*
(at the end of the year)
• FREE LOFT LADDERS*
(first 200 orders)
• NO SALES TAX*
• FREE SERVICE CALLS ALL YEAR*

SHI: WORKS AT THE LIBRARY. YOU

STAR1 KI II RNINC OVERDi i HOOKS.

SHE LIKES CLASSICAL MLSIC. YOL SCRAPE TILL HEAV\ METAL STICKERS OFI YOUR BUMPER.
SHE'S AN ART MAJOR. YOL CONSIDER THROWING \WA> TWO YEARS OI ECONOMK S
SHE ACTI MII CM IS >OI

.

Yol H I IM IS HI SI.

2 Bed Suspended Loft Design Exclusively:

LOFTS UNLIMITED
353-L0FT(5638)
10:30am to 8:00pm

Call Waiting
TO ORDER CALL YOI R LOCAL CISTOMER ORDER SERVICE CENTER AT 1-800-232-2544
SrruflCaJI. Services available in mosi area*
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Unity within race,
between all, focus
of rally speakers

SOVIET

□ Continued from page one.
proach on assistance toward the
Soviet Union, Bush and Major
held back from any commitment
of financial aid.
They said they would provide
food credits, assess the need for
additional food aid in the winter
months and send "lifeline teams"
to the Soviet Union to help create
an efficient food production and
distribution system.
The two leaders also agreed to
speed up the process that would
lead to full membership for the
Soviet Union in the IMF, making
it eligible sooner for loans.
"We cannot dictate the ending
of what's happening in the Soviet
Union, but neither are we mere

spectators," Major said.

The prime minister said the
West needs more information before going beyond food aid and
technical assistance.
Major will travel to Moscow on
Sunday as the first Western
leader to visit the Soviet Union
since the coup attempt. He said
he will see both Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev and Russian
President Boris Yeltsin and also
hopes to see Baltic leaders.

by Danny Gray
contributing writer

Ever since a group of hardliners temporarily seized power
from Gorbachev last week, there
have been questions about control
of the Soviet Union's nuclear
stockpile.

BREATH
Continued from page one.
"If the individual blows over
.10, they're history," Waddell
said.
The disposable mouthpiece allows immediate testing of each
questionable individual, Weekley
said.

If the breathalyzer detects the
legal intoxication level of .10, the
driver would be transported
downtown for further testing,
Weekley said.
"When we get the drunk
drivers off the road, we all become safer," he said.

Pictuife
Place

SALE

Located m the Sludeit Urwon

FREE
DOUBLE
PRINTS

Includes:
Free Film. $7.50 in

Coupons, Free Batteries
ffOO QK save $7.00
*"-yo was $29.95

Green said that she does not
think that the freshman numbers
were affected by the additional
cost because they did not realize

FUJI FILM SALE FUJI HR 135 - 24 (100 ASA)$2.50

tor clean

/

The rush itself went well this
year, officials said. "It was really
organized," Walker said.
"Rush was totally successful. It
was one of the smoothest rushes
we've had," Arnholt said.

Records Tapes
Compact Disc*

of Government Books
Send for your copy today'
Free Catalog

11-9
Fri & Sat
11-10

Imports * Independents * Local
Posters • Postcards * Incense
Rock & Tye Dye T-shirts • Stickers
• Rock Collectables •
'Fast Special Orders*

.

Metollica
Kate Bush
Beatles

$1.00 off with this COUPON
$6.00 or more. No Limit!!!
sale, special order, consignment, or trades
excluded.
EXPIRES 9/30/91

Student
Records
Under the terms of the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, and
University policy on student records,
Bowling Green State University may
disclose such personally identifiable
information from a student's educational
record as has been designated to be
directory
information.
Students have the right to refuse the
designation of personally identifiable
information as directory information. If a
student exercisesthis right, directory
information will not be released without the
student's consent except as provided by
law and University policy.
Students
choosing to exercise their rights respecting
directory information should contact in
person the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs by 5p.m., Wednesday, •■
September 4, 1991.
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that Hispanics and blacks fight.
We are both Americans and we
share the same problems. American means American. Not AfroAmerican, not Mexican American, but simply American. We
need unity between us based on
love and understanding," he said.
Ernest Champion, associate
professor of ethnic studies, also
spoke at the rally. His presentation offered a twist to the idea
of unity and expressed how it
goes beyond cooperation among
the minorities in America, to that
there must be unity in collaboration with the majority as well.
"I want to make two suggestions to you (students). We must
get together and build a stronger
union between the Black Student
Union and the Latino Student
Union, and we must open up and
work more cooperatively with the
majority. This is especially important in taking a stand on
common issues," he said.
"In the 1970s, we had to fight
our way through. There was a
time and a place for militancy but
these strategies will not work in
the 90s," he said.
Perhaps Kim Ferguson,
however, Dest expressed the tone
of the evening in the closing of her
lecture.
"We have to understand that
out of unity we get diversity, and
it is only out of diversity that we
can talk about unity. We have to
realize that all of us are from the
motherland," she said.

CBS
: ] Continued from page one.
is comprised of University students, faculty, and people from
all over northwest Ohio.
"CBS This Morning" is seen by
four million people nationwide
and more than 23,000 in the
Toledo area. Dybdahl is confident
that the segment will help promote ticket sales.
"It was a very neat thing," said
Jonathan Jenz, summer theatre
actor.
i- Jason Aalinger.
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JUST PRESENT YOUR
STUDENT I.D. FOR
ADMISSION!!

Kate Bush U.K. Box Set in stock
anties on..
Led Zepplin Pink Floyd
Cure
Grateful Dead
Prince
Bob Dylan

Humanity is like an onion.
This was one of the many perspectives given last night in
Prout Chapel during the Unity
Rally sponsored by the office of
Multi-Cultural Affairs.
"Humanity is like an onion in
that there are several varieties of
onions, just as there are several
varieties of people," said Kim
Ferguson, one of the three
speakers at last night's rally.
"Also, onions all started at
some point. Humanity started in
Africa. The first Homo sapiens
were born in Africa; however,
some of them left Africa and went
abroad. The first people to actually settle in America were people
who were black."
Ferguson continued to explain
that those who left Africa and
stayed away from Africa for a
few thousand years became
lighter-skinned.
"We (African Americans) happen to be the people who stayed in
Africa the longest," she said.
Last night's rally, however,
was different from unity rallies of
the past because it stressed unity
not only among the black campus
community, but the community
as a whole, according to one student. Antonio Marone expressed
his views on the importance of
African Americans and Hispanics working toward unity.
"I cannot understand why it is

FREE CATALOG

Mon Thurs Q

A

LP. cs, & L
*»
CDs
\i

that the charges were new. It
may have affected those who
knew that it was a new cost, she
said.

HOM€COMING
fllR€flDY?

R€CORD THP€ & CD €XCHflNG€

trade

Thursday night during a Unity Rally at Prout Chapel, Jack Taylor, Assistant Vice President of Multicultural Affairs, speaks to
a group about the dream of unity among the races.

i | Continued from page four.
"(The new cost) hurt the morale of the chapters," Green said.
Panhellenic council has not yet
determined whether this additional cost was related to the low
numbers of women rushing.
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HOWARD'S club H

ALL EDUCATION
MAJORS
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 4. 1991
COMMUNITY SUITE.
UNIV. UNION

MEETINGS *r.

8:3

°

1:30i

9:3

°-10:30>11:3U a.m.
2:30. 3:30. WO 0.m.

unow your spnni classes, your courses
ana your OCMB!

Thurs. & Fri.:
August 29 & 30

The Nike Katon
Band

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
SI.00 cover after 9:00

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

AlIENO ONE MEETING!
ITIEND ONE MEETING!

352-9951

210 N. Main

STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER 1992 OR FALL SEMESTER 1992
You are reauired to allend a signup and
information meeting:

MEETINGS IT

Lip to (Idle!

ATTEND ONE MEETING!

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

BE IN THE BOOK!
Attention Off - Campus Students!
Your Local Off - Campus address and telephone number will be printed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide Off-Campus residence and telephone number only.
To assure proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory, please submit competed forms by

Tuesday, September 3, 1991
However,
if you do not yet know your Off-Campus Local telephone number (and you want it listed),
please hold the form until the telephone number is known.
(Every effort will be made to include in the Directory forms received before 9:00 AM, Tuesday, September 3.)
Please mall or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to the Office of
Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building or drop off the form at one of the sites listed below.

Drop Locations:

Off-Campus Local
Use this form only is Off-Campus Address Change or Correction Is required.
Contact the On-Campus Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address.

Student

University Union Information Desk ' Name

Street.
City

Off-Campus Student Center

J (A-091)

Library Circulation Desk

I (A-092)

Campus Bookstore

J (A-094) Telephone

Administration Bldg 1 st Floor Hall |
««.
. - , ,_ u
J n
J I Address Change Form
Office of Registration and Records j Revised 1 july 1990

■■■■■

State.

ID

LMfioJ

_

Zip.

(A-093)

Bowling Green State University
Office of Registration and Records

Signature and Date
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79-80
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Cops, kids
to 'say no'
by Matt Harvey
Associated Press writer

CHARLESTON, W.Va. — A
West Virginia daredevil who has
aborted his only two scheduled
motorcycle jumps has won trust
from an Ohio police chief and is to
leap 20 cars to keep kids off
drugs.
Joe Hutchinson is to leap 130
feet using a dirt bike Sunday
night at the Lawrence County
Fairgrounds outside Proctorville. Ohio, at the end of the city's
"Cops and Kids Say No to Drugs"
program.
He called off one jump in Huntington, W.Va., April 28, 1990,
saying the city broke a contract
with him. He canceled another
jump at the Wayne County
(W.Va.) Fair July 25, 1990, because of rain.
Proctorville Police Chief Jerry
Mclntyre said he's convinced
Hutchinson will make the jump.
He believes the daredevil will attract hundreds of children.

PAGE SEVEN

Income falls short Labor Day races to raise
of spending boom funds for family center

WASHINGTON (AP) - Americans' incomes fell in July for the
first time in six months and new
home sales slumped 8.5 percent,
the government said Thursday in
reports underscoring the economy's fragility.
The drop, even though it was
small and accompanied by a 0.4
percent increase in consumer
spending, raised concern about
whether the economy would successfully pull itself out of the first
recession in eight years.
"It's like a bicycle. If you don't
have enough forward momentum, you fall off," said economist
Robert G. Dederick of Northern
Trust Co. in Chicago.
Consumer spending, representing two-thirds of the gross
national product, is considered
the key to any sustained economic revival.
A key component of income —
wages and salaries — fell 0.3 percent in July, even more than income as a whole.
According to economist Sandra
Shaber of the Futures Group, a
Washington consulting firm, that
decrease reflects employers'
caution about expanding payrolls.
"Employers are still laying off
and they're very, very reluctant

to start hiring again. There has to
be an improvement in the job
market and wages and salaries
before consumers start to spend
again," she said.

The Labor Department said
Thursday the number of Americans filing new claims for unemployment benefits fell a slight
9,000 in the week ending Aug. 17 to
421,000. However, that did not offset the large 22,000 increase a
week earlier.
On the spending side, much of
the strength came from a July increase in automobile sales, which
have been falling this month.
Spending for durable goods —
"big ticket" items such as autos
— rose 1.8 percent. Spending on
non-durable goods such as food
and clothing rose 0.2 percent and
spending on services increased
0.3 percent.
Shaber contended that a reluctance by banks to finance consumers' major purchases was restraining spending, but a survey
of senior bank officers released
Thursday by the Federal Reserve
found "little indication that banks
had changed their willingness to
provide consumer credit.

"These kids around here like
dirt bikes," Mclntyre said. "This
El us a chance to talk about
i. And later on when they
about this, they'll connect
this motorcycle event with being
part of our anti-drug program.
"He'll jump," Mclntyre said.
"... I think Joe's had some bad
luck on those other ones. I'm not
sure of what the circumstances
His research focused on a cluswere. But I think Joe means well WASHINGTON (AP) — A cluster
of brain cells that may guide the ter in the interstitial nuclei of the
and he'll jump."
sex drive of men is twice as large anterior hypothalamus, or INAH,
Neither Hutchinson nor Hun- in heterosexual males than it is in which has been identified in anitington officials say bad luck had homosexual males, suggesting mal studies as a principal root of
much to do with his withdrawal that homosexuality could be a male sexual behavior. LeVay
matter of biological destiny, a said he found a difference in a
from that event.
cluster called INAH 3, which is
Hutchinson has sued the city, researcher reports.
In microscopic examinations of one of four INAH groups of cells.
seeking $130,000. It alleges he
In the brains of heterosexual
rented an entire city park as the the brains of 41 men and women,
site of his jump. He claims the including 19 homosexual men, men, he said, the INAH 3 is "aSimon
LeVay
of
the
Salk
Institute
bout the size of a grain of sand."
city wrongly allowed a footrace to
for Biological Studies, San Diego, In homosexual men and in wombe held there at the same time.
Calif.,
found
that
a
specific
clusen,
the structure is "small to vanThe runners threatened the
safety of his jump so he called it ter of cells was always larger for ishing."
heterosexual males than for the
The study, to be published Frioff, he said.
day in the journal Science, did not
Scott Damron, Huntingdon's other specimens.
LeVay cautioned that while the include specimens from known
city attorney, said Hutchinson
rented only a small portion of the evidence demonstrates a strong homosexual women.
LeVay said the INAH possibly
Brk for $150. The footrace was link between the size of that
group of cells and the sexual pre- could form normally in homosexId elsewhere, he said.
Hutchinson calls Sunday's ference of males, researchers ual men and then, for some
still aren't sure which is cause reason, shrink or die in adult life.
event his redemption leap.
But he said that, based on ani"I'm in the business to make and which is effect. But he made
money and an honest living and clear that, based on his own find- mal studies, "I would put my
ings
and
earlier
animal
studies,
money
on the idea that this is
try to get a message across to the
he believes the odds are that causative and influences behavkids,"Tie said.
He believes his message is that were is a strong biological de- ior."
Roger Gorski, Ph.D., a UCLA
it's better to take a calculated terminant of homosexuality
risk like his leap than a non- —something long argued by researcher who has specialized in
many within the gay community. studies on the influence of the
calculated risk like drugs.
Hutchinson, 29, of Huntington,
said he was influenced by Evel
Knievel and Knievel's son, Robbie.
He still admires them as "the
masters," but said Knievel's
aborted jump of the Snake River
Canyon in 1974 helped make spectators more critical.
"It's harder to prove yourself,"
he said. "Now people want you to
jump through doorways at 90
miles an hour. Three-hundred
DINING HALLS
foot jumps are what people want
HARSHMAN,
FOUNDERS, COMMONS,
now.'

by Amy Applebaum
staff writer

About 500 people are expected
to participate in Monday's 11th
annual Falcon House Labor
Day five-mile run and two-mile
walk to benefit the Family and
Child Abuse Prevention Center.
According to head race director John Mura, about 400 people, with 300 in the run and 100
in the walk, participated last
year.
Judy Knox, representative of
the Family ana Child Abuse
Prevention Center, said she expects the increase to be in the
number of people walking this
year.
She said a group challenge, in
which business and service
groups can register to compete
against other groups, and a
family walk fee, in which children under twelve accompanied by parents walk for free,
have been added to promote interest in the run.
"A lot of good people who
would be home in bed come out
and walk," Knox said.

Cell size linked to sex drive
brain on sexual behavior, said
LeVay's findings are generally
consistent with what he has found
in research using laboratory rats.
Gorski said that his research
has shown that sexual behavior of
rats can be manipulated by the
influence of hormones before
birth.
LeVay and Gorski both said
that science does not yet know
Srecisely the function of the
YAH that LeVay studied. Studies in monkeys, however, have
shown that when the portion of
the brain that includes the INAH
is destroyed, male monkeys lose
sexual interest in females.
To perform his research, LeVay obtained the brains from 19
homosexual men who died of
AIDS, 16 presumed heterosexual
men, six of whom died of AIDS,
and six presumed heterosexual
women, one of whom died of
AIDS.

SALE
We Hove Shirts-f Tapestries
And Organic Tomatoes
♦ We will Tie Dye anything*
you bring us:
Shirts. Jeans, Whatever!

The walk, at 8:30 a.m., and
the run, at 9:15 a.m., begin at
City Park.

OBSIDIAN POSITIONS
The voice of the minority
must be heard!
The Obsidian newspaper is
looking for anyone with writing
experience, anyone interested
in sharpening writing skills, or
anyone who needs to be heard.
1
For more info, please contact Danny Gray at 352-1335 or
Steve Gray at 372-3537

Apply NOW for the BGSU Fall Telefund!!!

DON'T MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY!!!

KREISCHER, MCDONALD
Saturday, Sunday and Monday
Brunch 10AM - 2PM Dinner 4 - 6PM

SNACK BARS
CHILY'S EXPRESS - open 2 - midnight
Saturday, Sunday and Monday

Pisanello's Pizza

DOWNUNDER, GALLEY and GARDEN
TERRACE will be closed Saturday and
Sunday nights, but OPEN REGULAR
HOURS ON MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2.

No one sells better Pizza for less!
Free Delivery 352-5166

603 Clough (corner of

Clough & Manvllle)

This is the second year the
Lutheran Brotherhood has cosponsored the run.
The overall male and female
division winners in the run will
receive a trophy and a pair of
Nike shoes. First place finishers in each age group will
receive a trophy and other winners will receive a medal.
Walkers receive certificates
of completion.
There will be a raffle of merchandise and restaurant gift
certificates for all participants
and additional prizes will be awarded to those who obtain
pledge money.
Pre-registration can be done
in person at Falcon House
Sporting Goods, 123 S. Main St.
in Bowling Green until Saturday for $9. Race day registration can be done beginning at
7:30 a.m. for $12. A shirt wiD be
given to the first 300 participants.

Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center
from 8am-5pm, Mon. thru Fri.
(See Employment Opportunity Posting at the Student
Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg.)

LABOR DAY HOURS

TNT

All funds raised by the run
will be matched by Lutheran
Brotherhood Branch #8588, a
fraternal benefit society, on a
dollar-for-dollar basis for up to
$500, through the Challenge
Fund Program.
Knox said the Wood County
Lutheran Brotherhood branch
receives money from the
national organization in Minneapolis, and for many organi-

zations it can match fundraising efforts up to $500.

Gain valuable job experience in:
Communications
Public Relations
Marketing/Sales

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

Fresh Tie Dyes
-NHomegrown
Tomatoes

Knox also said she hopes the
top raffle prize, a sup-away
weekend for two at the Perrysburg Holiday Inn French Quarter, will bring in participants.
This is the ninth year the run
will benefit the Family and
Child Abuse Prevention Center.
"The money stays right here
in BG," Mura said
Knox said she is hoping the
run will raise about $3,000. The
money comes from the registration fees and pledges.
"It may be more if the
amount of pledges increases,"
she said. However, Knox said
participants are not required to
bring in pledges. Anyone raising over $25 has the registration
fee waived, she said.

UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS 372-2891

W&

P33.25
.■■■ .

1 Item Pizzo Pizza and 2 Ltr. Pop

large Sub and Pop

JC

a 5'eo«

SJO-

Lqrei:

Hoi

_

S.nc#l964

Lg $7.25

Owe cf Hoiion fleg Horn Turkey.
Roost Beet, too or Veo, Sob

XLg $8.25

and get one con of

fct Item $125

POP FR€€
Free Delivery
352-5166

expires 10-1-91
"MX Voa art*- cvv txm oltv
Noon Sot. & Sun.
Bowing Green Only
■COUPON

$4

Chicago Style Pizza
50c extra

PlZzO's..*.^
OP€N 4PM
Noon Sat. & Sun.

For any Smol Ono
Item Pizza and get
one con of POP W€€

Ext it 50e each
Free Delivery
352-5166
expires 10-1-91

BoujNng Green Only
- COUPON --

Chicago Style €x. Item

Free Delivery
352-5166

te-s
1964

OP€N 4PM

Small Pizza and Pop

For or\ Bog. ono tt<
Pizza ond got a Free 2
liter bottle of Pop

€x Item Jl

(tomato 25c extra)

expres 10-1-91
No> « >■* -U** aft, xtar ottv
Botuflng Green Only
Noon Sot. & Sun.
-- COUPON

OP6N 4PM

7

Medium Pizza ond 2 Pops

$6

for ony Mod. on* Rom
Pizza ond get 2 cons of
POPFM€

Chicago Style Pizza
75c extra

1964
PlZZQ's.nc.196
OP6N 4PM
Noon Sat. & Sun.

Ex It 75c each
Free Delivery
352-5166
expires 10-1-91
Not Vokf urfh any om* off*

towing Gr—n Only
COUPON

I
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MATT SCHRODER, SPORTS EDITOR.
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Blackney enters opener
with an open game plan

Sabatini
rolls on
by Hal Bock
AP sports wrUer

by Matt Schroder
sports editor

NEW YORK - A year
ago, Gabriela Sabatini sort
of sneaked up on the U.S.
Open.
With the attention in
women's tennis riveted on
the soap opera adventures
of Monica and Martina, Steffi and Jennifer, Sabatini
simply went about the business of playing her matches.
And the next thing she
knew, she had won her first
Grand Slam event.
Sabatini took the title
from the No. 5 position, the
lowest seeding for an Open
winner in 22 years. And it
meant that the secret was
out.
Thrust onto the center
court stage Wednesday
night, Sabatini defeated
Barbara Paulus 6-3, 4-6, 5-1,
D See TENNIS, page nine.

Most football coaching is done
during the week and it's up to the
players to execute on game day.
But when the Falcons face
Eastern Michigan Saturday at
Doyt L. Perry Field, the coaches'
role will be turned up a notch.
Because after head coach Jim
Harkema's Eagles struggled
through a 2-9 season last year, it
was tune to shake things up in
Ypsilanti, Mich.
"They (EMU) weren't too interested in exchanging spring
eames which means there's going
> be changes (Harkema) doesn't
want us to see," BG head coach
Gary Blackney said.
"Because of that it's pretty
difficult to prepare. We need to
prepare a general game plan and
be ready to make certain adjustments during the game," he added.
The coaches will chart
offensive and defensive tendencies early in the game and make

ZJhe ^iileri of -Alpha Cji
itimma
aLJelta would line to congratulate their I
neweit initiated ntemberi:

necessary changes at halftime.
Blackney said a basic strategy
will be drawn up, but it's not etched in stone.

sixth in scoring. BG was ranked
last in both of those categories.
Eastern lines up a junior and a
sophomore in the backfield —
Mike Graff at fullback and
Bowling Green is probably not Cameron Moss at tailback. Moss
sure which Eastern club will rushed 20 times for 75 yards in
show up Saturday — the one that last year's night game at Bowling
managed just two wins in 1990 or Green.
the one that recorded four
The sixth rated Eagle defense
straight winning seasons and one of 1990 lost several key players
Mid-American Conference title and will rely on youth in 1991. The
from 1986-1989.
squads only senior is linebacker
David Veasley.
"We want to re-establish the
consistency that has been a big
Though this is Blackney and his
part of our program for a long staff's first chance to prove
time," Harkema told the EMU themselves, they are trying to
Sports Information Department. keep this game in perspective.
"That consistency slipped on both
' 'This is a very important game
sides of the ball last year and we but it doesn't make your season
will work to get that back."
— whether you win or lose,"
Blackney said. "Obviously it
Blackney and his staff has been would be tremendous boost for us
concentrating on film all week to have success in this game. But
long from last year's EMU by no means does one game make
season. But one player who will a season.
surprise them is freshman quarterback Kwame McKinnon.
"The only thing I've asked any
He was red-shirted last season team to do is play as hard as they
but is expected to be under center can. In most situations, if you do
for the first time Saturday. He that, you'll have a chance to
will be backed up by senior Shane win," the coach said.
Jackson.
Game Notes: Eastern is 2-7 in
games at Bowling Green's Doyt
"Kwame is certainly a talent Perry Field...Eastern has not
and we're anxious to see him con- won a road opener since
tinue to grow," Harkema said in 1979...EMU and BG were picked
a EMU news release. "He's going 6-7 in the preseason coaches
to make mistakes but he is so poll...Eastern changed its nickdangerous because he's tough on name from the Hurons to the Eathe pass and the run."
gles and changed its logo as
McKinnon will try to improve well...The Eagles will have an E
an Eagle offense which ranked on their helmet until the new
sixth in the MAC last year and eagle logo is in place.

ilHicneile ^J4amutot
cJLiAa ^tentz

FRIDAY FLICK !!!
HIDI KG

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
FIT-FOP ALL I'RESCREENING
This screening program IIH hides a cardiovascular|
step test, push-ups, sil-ups, flexibility test and a

Friday, August 30
8 pm
115 Education

1

THE

PLAC B

n

Though arrested and imprisoned in one of Nazi
Germany's most dreaded concentration camps,
Corrie and her sister learned that "there is no pit
so deep that He is not deeper still".
$i .oo dononon (ju9g.)

Sponsored by Solid Rock

Christian Fellowship

I iody c omposiiion test.

Head coach Gary Blackney opens bis first season as Falcon head
coach tomorrow against Eastern Michigan University.

CENTER FOR CHOICE I
CONfiMNflAl HiAttM CA

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

THE ALLIANCE
CHURCH
1161 Napoleon Road
352-3623
Starting September 15:
• 8:15 am Worship Service
• 9:30 am Worship Service
• Sunday 6:00 pm
Evening Service
• Wednesday 7:00 pm
Prayer S Bible Study

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

ON YOUR MARK ... (mark your calender)
GET SET ... (set your sights)
GO ... TO THE STUDENT RECREATDN
CENTER"

Photo by Jay Mutdock

idh? MUCCS

16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
I-80O-589-6O05

Rev. James E. vandervort

Bowling Green, Ohio
DATE:

SEPTEMBER 3, 4, & 5TH

TIME:

3-5 PM

WHERE:

SRC ACTIVITY CENTER

1414 E. Wooster

Cold Beer, Good Food, Fun People

YOU'LL SEE CLEARLY...

19 And Over Welcome

Hours:
Til I or All sessions begin
Monday. September 9th
(all participants must sign a consent form
prior to participating).

For more information call 372-2711

M-TH
f
SAT
SUN

A 00-2 30
2 00-2 30
H 00-2 30
12 00-2 30

Happy Hour Drinks & Food Specials
Thursday & Friday
4-7

25c HOI Dogs
50<= Pizza Sices
3 tor S1.00 Tocos

Become a Mug Club Member and receive special
prices on Beer & Drinks in your personalized mug.

...THAT
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER.
FAMILY BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
SINGLE VISION
EYEGLASSES

CONTACT
LENSES
BUY A PAIR OF CONTACTS & GET

50% OFF
APAIROFEYECLASSES

[tMBLR JO, 1W
One day service (or most prescriptions vuh

experienced Opticians al your service. You must be
completely satisfied or we will return your money.
EYES EXAMINED BY DR. S. SHIFF OPTOMETRIST

►Burlington Optical
TOLEDO

TOLEDO

1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sylv.ini.i

Acroii from Soultiwyck

472-1113

382-2020

NOT VALID WITH AW OTHER PROMOTIONS OR SPECIALS

BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Center

352-2533
CIMI BulHiglonOplc«/«3S4l gi

FRIDAY, AUCUST
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Slaughter's nagging
knee problems gone
by Chuck Melvin
AP sports writer

BEREA, Ohio — Banged-up
knees prevented Webster Slaughter from catching a single pass
during the Browns' four preseason games.
Not to worry. Slaughter says
he'll be sharp as ever for Sunday's regular-season opener
against the Cowboys.
"The key part is I practiced
every day," Slaughter said. "I
just stayed away from the contact. This is my sixth year, so getting back into it, as long as I've
been practicing, shouldn't be a
problem."
Slaughter led the Browns with
59 receptions for 847 yards last
^ir despite chronic tendinitis in
right knee. The year before,
he set the Browns' record for reception yardage with 1,236 yards
on 65 catches, which included a
97-yard touchdown catch against
Chicago.
He and Bernie Kosar have developed an excellent rapport over
the years, letting them take advantage whenever Slaughter

TENNIS
n Continued from page
eight.

taking the match when her
opponent retired after twisting her left ankle in the last
set. It was workmanlike,
reminiscent of last year.
For Sabatini, however, it is
not the same.
"The difference is I am
playing much better this
year," she said. "You can't
compare it. I have improved my game. I play
more offensively. I move to
the net. I play with more
confidence.
Graf and Seles, who won
the Australian and French,
are seeded ahead of the No.
3 Sabatini here. And both
are winning, although Seles
had a minor scare when she
dropped a set in her 6-0, 4-6,
6-0 victory over Emanuela
Zardo on Wednesday. If
Seles' fans were worried,
she wasn't. "I was kind of
disappointed in myself,"

finds himself in single coverage.
The lack of work during the exhibition season shouldn t disrupt
that, Slaughter said.
"Practice is good enough in my
case, because firun my routes full
speed and Bernie throws the ball
with the same tempo he uses in a
game," Slaughter said. "I think
we'll be just fine."
The tendinitis in the right knee
wasn't what kept him on the sidelines this summer.
"In training camp, I fell on my
left kneecap on a hard surface
and built up a little fluid behind
my leg," he said. "I think I really
strained the ligaments. It's just
now starting to come back to
where I can lift my leg all the
way."
Slaughter said he could have
run well enough to play during
the Browns' final two preseason
games, but he stayed out as a
precaution.
"I felt I could run the routes
and get open, though my leg was
bothering me a little bit," he said.
"I don't know how it would have
reacted to taking a hit. So we just
decided to keep me out until this
week."

For several years. Slaughter
was the Browns' only long-ball
threat. That has changed with the
development of Reggie Langhorne in recent years and the arrival this year of sixth-round draft
choice Michael Jackson, nicknamed "Thriller" by his teammates for his 31-yard average on
five preseason catches.
If Cleveland's new offensive
line can give Kosar enough time,
the bomb may return to the
Browns' repertoire.
"No doubt about it, whenever
we've thrown it lone before, it
was coming to me. Slaughter
said. "Now we've got Michael
Jackson, who's able to go deep
also. We have other receivers in
Langhorne and the new guy,
(Danny) Peebles, who can also
get deep. When you spread us out,
it's going to be hard for any defense to cover us."
Slaughter said he long ago forgot about last year's embarrassing 3-13 season.
"It's behind me. I haven't
thought much about last year.
I'm ready to get on with this
year," he said.

PAGE NINE

Atlanta overtakes LA
by The Associated Press
Look who's No. 1 in the NL
West.
Atlanta caught Los Angeles
on Tuesday and waved goodbye to the Dodgers on Wednesday by taking a one-game lead.
The Braves are trying to go
from last place to first in the
span of a year.
"Back when the Braves had a
little dry spell, people were saying reality had set in," Mets
manager Bud Harrelson said.
"No one's saying that now."
Tom Glavine pitched a fourhitter to beat New York 3-1 and
become the major leagues' first
17-game winner.

Glavine (17-8). pitching with
a heavily-taped right ankle
which he sprained in his last
start, struck out four and
walked one for his eighth comflete game. "I'm starting to
eel real confortable again,"
said Glavine, the leading candidate for the NL Cy Young Award. "I can't say I'm not going
to struggle again this year, but I
feel a lot more confident again,
like I did before the All-Star
break."
The Braves have won six of
eight and have an NL-best 31-16
record since the All-Star break
Los Angeles lost 6-4 to Pittsburgh, falling from the top spot
for the first time since May 13.
The Dodgers are 21-25 since the
break.

"I'm not surprised about the
Braves," Dodgers manager
Tom Lasorda said. "What I'm
surprised about is that when
they lost Dave Justice and Sid
Bream, I thought it would hurt
them - and by goUy, it didn't."
Elsewhere in the NL it was
Cincinnati 11, Montreal 3; Philadelphia 11, Houston 10 in 10 innings: San Diego 2, St. Louis 1;
ana Chicago 8, San Francisco 6.
Glavine was touched for the
Mets' only run in the third when
Kevin Elster singled to extend
his hitting streak to eight
games and was sacrificed to
second by Frank Viola. Chuck
Carr then drove in Elster with a
single.
''That's as good as I've seen
him," manager Bobby Cox said.

The Center for International Programs
and
World Student Association
Would like to welcome the neiu and returning
International Students.
*LUe hove moved our office to the*
11th floor of Offenhauer West

Volleyball begin
tryouts Monday

GOOD LUCK AND B6ST UJISH6S
FOR TH€ Ffill S€M€ST€R

Tryouts for the women's volleyball team will be held September 2
from 6-7:30. Anyone interested needs to contact head coach Denise
Van De Walle at 372-2401 for the necessary forms and information.

W€lCOM€!

The volleyball team is also looking for a student manager. He or she
will travel and be with the team the whole year. You must be free
from 4:30 to 7:30 every day.
Also spectators will have to start paying to see the matches. It will
be $2 for adults, $1 for high school students, and free admission with a
BG Student ID. "I really love the fan support here at Bowling Green,"
Van De Walle said. "I hope we get some good crowds this year."

3r

After a brisk rmmm§ jtj,
enjoy I Mft «f

FALCON FOOTBALL
HOME OPENER

SATURDAY
BOWLING
GREEN
VERSUS

EASTERN MICH
1:30 PERRY FIELD
JUST PRESENT YOUR
STUDENT I.D. FOR
ADMISSION!!

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS !!
from

yfl*

CAMPUS TAN

BG's most popular tanning salon
Located directly behind Dairy Mart
on E. Wooster Street

• 9 Wolfe Beds
• CD. Stereo Music
* Air Conditioning
Open 7 days a week
Mon-Th 10-8
Fri 10-6
Sat-Sun 12-6

RR
TRACKS

TAN

SPECIAL FALL
RATES

11 VISITS-$20.00
Call Today for an
appointment 352-7889

DAIRY
MART
DAIRY
QUEEN

Beautifully
used furniture
at a Fraction
of the original
price.

At Globe you'll find an enormous selection of previously rented turniture perfect for your dorm or apartment - many
that look so new, you'd never tell they
were used. Come find quality brand
name furniture for every room in your
home, and save like never before - up
to 70% off original list prices! But hurry,
many items are one-of-a-kind. Shop
Globe today, and furnish your home or
office at a fraction of the original price.

Here's just a fraction of what you'll find.
BEDROOM
Fruitwood Dressers
Fruitwood Chests
light Oak or Fruitwood Night Stonds
Assorted Mirrors
Assorted Headboards
Light Oak Dressers
Light Oak Chests

From
From
From
From
From
From
From

'89
'69
'29
*9
'29
'99
'89

LIVING ROOM
Contemporary Herculon Sofas ... .
Contemporary Herculon Love Seats
Contemporary Herculon Chairs .. .
Living Room Chairs
Entertainment Centers
Oak 8 Glass End Tables
Assorted Lomps
3-Piece Contemporary Living Room

From
From
From
From
From
From
From

'79
'59
'39
'69
'79
'39
'10

Tables

From '59

DINING ROOM
3 Piece Dinettes

From *99

Dinette Chairs
Oak. Glass. Brass 5 Piece Dinettes

From '9
From «99

OFFICE FURNITURE
2 Drawer Metal Putty Files
4 Drawer Metal Putty Files
Metal Putty Bookcases
30x60 Metal Puttty S Teak Desks .
Metal Putty S Teak Credenias
Computer Desks
Steno Chairs
Tilt & Swivel Office Chairs
Panels/Partitions
30x60 Walnut Desks
30x60 Oak Desks
Ook Secretarial Desks
48" Adjustable Oak Bookcases ....
36x72 Traditional Mahogany Desks
6' Folding Tables
6' Folding Tobies
AND SO MUCH MORE!

li+tGirpunili-Dmr
Holland. ON
(l-f°$ft \irport llighu-j\ I

866-6M0

"Furniture Rentals

From '69
From •99
From '29
From *99
From '139
From *99
From '59
From '79
From '39
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

'139
'239
'299
'109
•399
'39
'49

Classified
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PACE TEN
So you want to be a radio star? Come to the
B G Radio News Organisation Into and organisational meeting Tuesday. Sepl 3 at 9 pm.
Room 120 West Hat

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

AOTT MICHELLE STACHLER AOTT
I'm so glad you are my U Heart' You are an
awesome AOTT PLEDGE'
Alpha love and mme.
Big Heart Beth

FRIDAY, AUGUST

HOLLY AND JILL
WELCOME BACK FRIENDS!
Remember. 2 burgers connected together,
oozing with cheese We are oft to a great year"
P S Hotty. your hand smells like A - ■'■
Luv you friends - MARIA

SERVICES OFFERED
ATTENTION
BO NEWS ADVERTISERS:
Due lo the Labor Oay Holiday
Monday. September 2. ADVERTISING
DEADLINE lor trie lues.. Sept. 3 and
Wed . Sepl a editions will be
FRIOAV. AUGUST 30. 4 p.m.
' Display a Ckssailied '
214 West Mall * 372-2601

AVEBURV BOOKS
Old used, rare, out-ol-prmt
10-B.Mon Sal
143 CE WooslerSt
LSAT • GRE • GMAT
Before you take the tesl. call the expert Local
classes lorrmng now Kaplan Educational
Center Call'or derails 536-3701
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and sup
portive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center CaJ354-HOPE

PERSONALS
ARMY ROTC
ORIENTATION DAY
Friday, August 30
11 a.m. -3 p.m.
South Entrances-Anderson Arene
EQUIPMENT. DEMONSTRATIONS
REFRESHMENTS

• " " AOTT AOTT AOTT * ■ '
Heather Haupt,
Get psyched for an awesome year*
Alpha Love.

AOPI KRISTVN LOPRESTI AOPI
I m so glad you're my little heart
Welcome to AOPI'1'
Love-Big Heart Jill
Cental for Environmental Programs
Environmental Resource Room
Recycling office Joe lists
Env-ronmental interest Group
MOVED TO
145-162 College Park Office Building
Phone 2-8207 for more information

AOTTHeatherW AOTT
Congratulations'
Get Excited)
Love.
Your Big Heart

Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be meeting
on TUES0AY beginning Sept 3 from 7 30 ■
• 8 30 in the Taft room m the Union
PHI BETA StGMA will sponsor the "Ice
Drearier dance on Friday night at the Lenhart
Grand Balroom The dance will begin at 10 00

AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
Ul Heart Jennifer LaFene.
The AOTT's think you're really keen.
We're so glad that you are here.
So o** psyched up for an awesome year'
Love.

AOTT Becky Lyons AOTT
I am so excited to have you as a sister
Alpha Love and mme. Big heart Vanessa

HEQQAE with THE ARK tormerty ADDIS
Friday and Saturday
Easy Street Cale 104S Main
REMINDER There are EXCELLENT student
leaching placements available in the Greater
Cleveland area, the Lorain County area and the
Firelands College area Ask for Or Mary Joyce
Lunn at Student Teacher Sign-Up Day on Sept
4th in the Union

AOTT Jen Pnce AOTT
Congratulations'
I am so excited you pledged AOTT and that I'm
your Big Heart
Gel Excited"'
Love.
Kristin

HOWARD'S club H
352-9951

210 N. Main

AOTT NoeUe Mohr AOTT
I'm so glad you're my little heart1
Alpha Love. Lisa
AOTT ' AOTT Christy Sheet* AOTT ■ AOTT
Welcome to AOTT' I'm so exerted to have you
as my U' Heart
Love. Tern
AOTT ■ AOTT ' AOTT
Angle.
You are the BEST Uttie Heart anyone could ask
tor
Alpha Love.
Gretchen

AOTT ■ Micnese BetWyon ■ AOTT
Welcome to AOTT'
I'm so happy that we are big and little hearts I
hope that AOTT gives you all the love and
friendship it has given me
Alpha love and mine.
Your B*g Heart ■ Jennifer Deube

AOTT ' Tracey Porter ■ AOTT
Congratulations - I am proud to have you as a
sister'You are AWESOME'
Love your big heart.
Jen
AVAILABLE PARKING SPACES
atJT's-405ThurstinAve
Call 352-5475
Christine.
You're awesome' I am so happy that you are a
part ol what means so much to me. AOTT I
hope it wJI mean as much to you
Love Your Big Heart
Christina

02 OZ OZ DZ OZ
Delta Zeta welcomes all of our awesome
pledges' Your new sisters love you"
DZ OZ OZ DZ DZ
FALCON TRYOUTSIH
Try out for BQSU's Precision Skating Team
10:15PM - 6720 ft 9/3 at the Ice Arena
Call Mrs. Barber at 372-2264 for Info.

HOUSE BOY NEEDED
Anyone interesled m being a houseboy for
Kappa Kappa Gamma? If interested, please cal
J* at 2-5330

Mnn-Siil: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. HI 2:30 a.m.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
• Pinball • Video Games •
DartN • Pool • Air Hockey
• Football • Ping Pong •

Live Entertainment Weekly

Female to share a bedroom In a 2 bedroom apt
Near campus Cad 2-2421 ft ask lor Jani or
leave message.
WANTED
Coppertone Spring Break Trip''
student/representative to promote trips to
Cancun. Nassau. Barbados. Jamaica. Oaytona
and Orlando Beat programs available ANYWHERE earn cash, free tnpe. plus more Cal
lor more information 1-800-222-4432 (9 00

am- 5.00pm)
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE INTRAMURAL
OFFICIALS NEEDED SOFTBALL-APPLY BY
SEPT 4: FLAG FOOTBALL APPLY BY OCTOBER 2. ICE HOCKEY-APPLY BY SEPTEM
BER 27 FILL OUT APPLICATION IN 108 REC
CENTER MANDATORY CLINICS FOR EACH
SPORT
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S SOFTBALL - SEPT 3. WOMEN'S SOFTBALL B SEPT 4; COED SOFTBALL • SEPT 4.
WOMEN'S SGLS a DBLS TENNIS • SEPT 10:
MEN'S DBLS TENNIS - SEPT 10, MEN'S
DBLS GOLF • SEPT 11 ALL ENTRIES DUE
BY 4:00 PM ON DUE DATE IN 108 REC
CENTt.R
Jenny Rankey
Hey IJ'1 I'm so glad to be back with you' Here's
lo a great semesler together'
Lovaya,

Your Kg
Little Heart Cynthia
Congratulations on AOTT I'm so happy you're
one of my sisters'
Alpha love.
Big Heart Rhonda
LIVE TALK
1-900-773-3777
ADULTS ONLY
$2 50 mm 10 mm minimum
Maggy Williams
Thanks for such a great roe on RUSH 1991 •
We couldn't have done it without you
Love.
The Alpha Gams
Make S150-1300 In 3-10 Hours
by selling 50 funny college T ■ Shirts
No linancial obhgahon Smaller or larger quantities available Call toll free 1 -800- 728-2053
Parking Spaces Available
atJTs-405ThurstinAve

Welcome Back Ladies'
For al your Mary Kay needs,
352-4915 anytime Will deliver

HELP WANTED
Earn Money and obtain work exp in Communications. Public Relations. Marketing.Sales
Apply Now tor BGSU Fall TeMrfund
Appicanons avail from Sam to 5 pm at
MllaH Alumni Center
O' can Pam at 372 7698
Teiefund Dales Sept 16 • Nov 26

call

Pam

Fuft-ttme day bartender for Downtown Sparta
DeH Musi be personable and have some work
experience Apply in person; Mon-Fn. 8 30-10
pm at Uptown
HAVE FUNI
GET JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE!
Volunteer reporters and photographers
needed at
THE BO NEWS
Call Lynn at 2-6B66

HELP WANTED
18 00 starling
Work 10-25 nrawMMy
Evartnga/weekanda available
Co-one i Scholarships
atto avadable
Excellent resume a business experience
Cal 1-382-1060

Welcome Back to al past * future art CO
Telephone Service CS fepreeentatrvee1 We
are looking for responsible, enthosiaabc. teem
oriented people who enjoy Making money,
learning a marketable skill, being goaloriented with obtainable rewarrJeand fun ft
exciting co-op ft Internship opportunKkee. We
offer flexible evening ft weekend hours and
baae pay pluacommiaa«on Coma m for an epplcanon 113 N Mam St. next to David's Del
Interviews are held between 4-5pm

FOR SALE
1 twin sue bed complete - S50
2pc sectional couch-$100
3 cushion couch - $60
1 chair - $30

19 Inch color TV. exceltont conoWton lOGalon
iish aquarium - all futy equipped 353-0729.
1980 Pontiac Sunb-d 4 speed $350 00 Cal
354 6029
81 Inch couch Excellent Tan $125 00 After
3pm-352-8511
Cannondale ST-600 18 speed Aluminum touring bike, mint condition
372 2097 or
352 5343
For Sale NEON BEER SKINS
For information cal Brian
352-6163
Need an extra bed? Sleeper sofa, quean,
brown plaid, good cond $80 Also tan recaner.
green easy chair, big AM FM consoi Make
offer 352 1468
Only $5900- 104 G/E 12 x 60-gas. heatGood cond Cal Bonnie 288-3437 or RR
SAFtVER REAL ESTATE 354 3164
Spanish 367 textbook
(Texto Y Vide) Many helpful notes also
886-7305. eves

Hispanic newspaper seeks ful or part time
graphic artist/office manager Must have Macintosh experience Cal 1-242-7744
Lawn maintenance Ful and part-time Knickerbocker Lawns Cal 352-5822

Ma*a$150$300in3-10hrs by seftng funny.
coftege T-shirts No financial obligation Smafter
and larger quantities avail Cal ToU-Frae
1-800-728-1 130.

FRATERNITY RUSH INFO NIOHT
Ihur.. Sept. 5
7:30-8.30pm
Union Grand Ballroom

Well Peer Advisors
Welcome Back' Please contact Maria at the
Well ASAP x8438 Thanks'

Greek Sewn-one BOSU, pla Ids/boxers,
naked T-shirts LAKE ERIE SPORTS.

WANTED

Pest control serviceman Ful and part-time
Banfax Pest Control Cal 352-5316

1 male roommate needed now! Close lo campus Call 352 5649
^^^

Professional couple needs reliable crWdcare for
2 children in our Perryaburg Township home 3
or 4day(.p«r weok Call 1-874-214 7

Holli Urhammer is now taking appointments at
Hairways at Greenwood Center 352-2107

Swimming Instructor/ Life Guard needed at
Hoaoay Park Fttneea Club m Perryaburg. Current WSI a must Cal Joan Long at 674-6442

352-0688
Evening office cleaning.
Knickerbocker Services
Cal 362-5822

Looking for young, aggressive person who enjoys people, sales ft travekng Ft time or kist
weekend hrs available Cal 257-2588

Call 352-5475

Female non-smoking roommate to sublease
house located on E Wooster ASAP Call
Kr.stie or Dianne 353-9732

HOURS:

Female to share 2 bedroom apt Near campus
Own room SteOmo 352 7365

30, 1991

Need reliable, ikeabte. female collage student
to care for 3 yr old 4 7 mo old m our home 2-3
mornings/week References Cal 353-9783
after 5 30

Receptionist secretary. 20 hrs per week.
Knickerbocker Building Services
Call
352-5822

FOR RENT
1 bedroom Close to campus
$300 plus gas & electric
CaJICarta 1-433-4474
Apartments Available
• 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
* t Bedroom Furnished
• 1 Bedroom Unfurnished
* Furnished Efficiency
Cal John Newtove Real Estate
354 2260 o« stop by
319 E Wooster
(Across from Taco Bel)
Female to share 2 bedroom apt Near campus
Ownroom $16Q/mo 352-7365
Roommate wanted tor Spring Semester Close
to campus Reasonable rates Cal Beth or Lisa

354-6053
Very close to campus 3 bdrma . den, living
room, kitchen, bath $500 00 Available now
Call Carta 1-433-4474

